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Postcard Sophrania

Layered transparency on yellow drawing paper. Montage: Bridge
near train station, bike wheel, stone
church off Santa Rosa St., roller coaster, loft door on brick building off Broad
St.

Calvino’s Sophronia

Postcard

Postcard

Calvino’s Zemrude
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Montage of photo’s looking
up and photo’s looking down behind
Mexican restaurant on Chorro ST.
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Postcard Zemrude

Postcard Dispina

Layered transparency, stamp,
and printed image. Back to back
montages of Morro Rock. One from
land, one from sea.

Calvino’s Dispina
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A sailor sees a camel

A camel driver sees a ship
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Site Section Sophrania

The site section of Sophrania
is an a clock that records as buildings go and come from Sophrania.
60 buildings scroll through each hour
once a year.

Clock sits on pedistol at almost eye level

Clock face
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Montage: San Luis Obispo
train, bridge, umbrella, sky, tree, truck
on flip clock with 60 painted building
tiles.

Building 45 on truck: marble church
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Building 34 on truck: refinery

Site Section: Zemrude

The viewer first encounters the
text on the door, “If you walk along
with your nose atilt you will know the
city of zemrude from below.” Upon
reading it, they tilt their head back
to find an in a space of birds flying
around, a blue sky, and a tree canopy all in front of the side wall of down
town brew in San Luis Obispo.
     
The viewer may notice the
wall runs out of the bottom of the
frame and open the door to reveal
the rest of the space. The wall will
then turn back and the viewer will
find them self in a dead end alley in
between gutters staring down a open
manhole.  
    
A peak around the side of the
piece reveals the two views are of
the one space.
   
The door is designed in a way
that only one view is available at a
time, and speaks to Duchamp’s Rue
Larry. The frames call attention to the
two distinct viewpoints.
The piece speaks to the fact
that two different views of one thing
can seem like two very different spaces.
Spacial montage of images in
on San Luis in two frames on steal.

Site Section at gallery show

swing action and side view
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View down
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Site Section Dispina

The site section of  Dispina is a
continuation of its postcard. The images are sighted on a ground plane
divided into two deserts. One is a
desert of wood grain, the other is a
ocean of wax.  That image is than extruded into a space, and located on
the midpoint of that site. The extruded components are hung and then
swung to suggest the bob of a boat
and rock of a camel. The frames call
out the two strongest angles to view
the piece, and are set up to create a
bridge-like condition.  

Camel driver sees a boat

salior sees a camel
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Detail of hanging

On base

Border city between two deserts
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Detail of hanging

Walking Along Zemrude

Walking Along Zemrude is a
translation of   Duchamp’s Rue Larrey into an opening siteed in the city
Zemrude, represented by  tactics employed in  Duchamp’s Tu’um.
Water color over Graphite
over Xylol Transfer on Bristol.
The opening is a translation of
rue Larrey in the since that it is always
both open and closed (open to one
city, closed to anther). This is carried
through in the representation of the
opening itself. The opening is first represented in anamorphic images (left
side of piece), a tactic employed by
Ducamp in Tu’um. The Anamorphic
images show the views of each city
though the opening as if the viewer
was standing in the building. The animorphic representation is important
in the fact that it makes it impassible
for the viewer to experience both
views at once. The image to the right
of that gives the vier a 3rd person perspective on the opening, as well as a
view of the inside of a door jam, suggesting they are standing in another
similar opening. As there is only up
and down in this city, all surfaces are
represented in plan.
The residents of the city come
out of the building on the left of the
image into the cantilevered psychiatrist office. The Psychiatrist determines their mood, and turns a wheel
in the room opening one side of Zemrude and closing another. The resident can than take their place either
in the upper city where they will stole
under flowing curtains, enjoy the sky
and the birds, or the lower city full of
gutters and man holes where they will
likely commit suicide. As most people
hear about the upper city from people that remember it, and very few
go to the upper city from the lower
city, the cities are connected only by
firemen’s polls.
   

Section of Duchamp’s Tu’um

Duchamp’s Rue Larrey
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Anamorphic image down: manhole

Anamorphic image up: curtins
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Walking Along Zemrude

The steam of Time in rapid current Sweeps off-away-all people’s deeds
And
sinks
in
abyss
of
forgetting
The
nations,
kingdoms
and
kings
And
even
if
some
few
remains
This steam #1 shows a sarcophagus on the upper left, a detail
of that sarcophagus open in the lower left, a view down that opening on
the right, a site plan of a mausoleum
below that view, and elevation of
a mausoleum above that view. The
viewer is to look at the mausoleum
while reading a narrative that floats
above the site plan. The narrative
offers the progression of sounds and
views. All the while images are being
projected on the piece of “goings
on” out side the building the piece is
being displayed in.
Projection on layered transparency over Graphite and ink on
bristol.
The Stream # 1 is a translation of Scott Mann’s translation of
Calvino’s city Adlema into a zoetrope. Scott said the city Adelma describes a life that you can’t quite get
your hands around. That life is always
happening right in front of you and is
always slowing down to its end. The
zoetrope exhibits this in its untouchable nature and in the way its images
come to life as the apparatus spins,
and die when it stops.  This attempts
to translate the fleeting life defined
by routine that is the city of Adelma
into a site section.
      
In my piece carries this into an
architecture. The steam # 1 is meant
to give the experience of walking into
a mausoleum of short term memory.  
A zoetrope full of images of a woman
dancing with death becomes a mausoleum of short team memory. Stopaction images of a woman dancing
with death, become fleeting images
of the mausoleum’s immediate context on camera obscura walls. The
limited life span of a spin, becomes
the length of a roll of film and a quantity of formaldehyde. The experience
moves from outside the piece looking
in, to inside the piece looking out.

Italio Calvino’s Adelma

Scott Mann’s Adelma

the
lyre
and
horn
That
will
be
swalAnd
wont
avoid
the
common
fate
G. R. Derzhavin June 6th, 1816 # 1
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The steam of Time in rapid current
Sweeps off-away-all people’s deeds
And sinks in abyss of forgetting
The nations, kingdoms and kings
And even if some few remains
Through sounds of the lyre and horn
That will be swallowed by eternity
And wont avoid the common fate
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The narrative on The Stream #
1 offers sounds , literary imagery, and
timing to the piece. The spaces in between it’s words correspond to a cadence, spacial condition, action and
direction of it’s content.  

The Stream # 1

Detail of mausoleum in site plan   
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Detail of narritive
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The steam of Time in rapid current Sweeps off-away-all people’s deeds
And
sinks
in
abyss
of
forgetting
The
nations,
kingdoms
and
kings
And
even
if
some
few
remains
The stream #2 shows a section of it’s site, a perspective though
the forth wall of the maosolium within
it’s site, a section of the perspective
of that interior space, as well as the
space below it, the camera obscura
system next to it, and a plan of the
first perspective opening up to the
underground space of the second
perspective.
Layered transparency over
graphite and ink on bristol.
The mausoleum is a stone
building with four pinhole cameras
for walls perched on top of a six-mile
deep catacomb in the mountains of
Switzerland. The piece was meant
for travelers to stumble upon and explore. It can be accessed though any
of four small gaps draped in black
curtains between the stone structures columns. A traveler entering
the space will encounter a constant
interchange of images depicting moments in time within the buildings context, juxtaposed with a stagnant image of a sarcophagus in the middle
of that space. Nothing is symbolic.
The camera walls consist of a
time keeper attached by belts to a
shutter, a formaldehyde pump, and
a roll of transparent film. The timekeeper triggers the shutter to open
which exposes the film. It then triggers the pump to blow formaldehyde
across the film to expose it, revealing
it to a viewer on the opposite side
of the film as the shutter, inside the
building. The formaldehyde lingers
on the film; the image overexposes
and fades to black. The timekeeper’s
gears then engage the spools of film.
They simultaneously suck the excess
formaldehyde out of the camera; roll
the exposed film into an underground
space, and a new section of film into
the camera. The process takes six
seconds (the average life span of a
short-term memory.) As it takes place
the “tic tock” of the timekeeper,
and the “click” of the shutter can be
heard in the space.
Sliding the lid of the sarcophagus along its long axis reveals a spiral
stair. This stair grants axis to the catacombs of film below the building. The
catacombs contain miles of black
overexposed film waste of images of
progressive moments in time within
the immediate context of the building; the memories of the mausoleum
itself. The film is of a finite length and
formaldehyde in a limited quantity;
when they run out, the process will
end.

Detail of open Sarcoughigus

Detail of mausolem of catacombs and exposing film wall
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The steam of Time in rapid current
Sweeps off-away-all people’s deeds
And sinks in abyss of forgetting
The nations, kingdoms and kings
And even if some few remains
Through sounds of the lyre and horn
That will be swallowed by eternity
And wont avoid the common fate
#2
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